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ABSTRACT
A General Underwater Object Detector (GUOD) should per-
form well on most of underwater circumstances. However,
with limited underwater dataset, conventional object detec-
tion methods suffer from domain shift severely. This paper
aims to build a GUOD with small underwater dataset with
limited types of water quality. First, we propose a data
augmentation method Water Quality Transfer (WQT) to in-
crease domain diversity of the original small dataset. Second,
for mining the semantic information from data generated
by WQT, DG-YOLO is proposed, which consists of three
parts: YOLOv3, DIM and IRM penalty. Finally, experi-
ments on original and synthetic URPC2019 dataset prove
that WQT+DG-YOLO achieves promising performance of
domain generalization in underwater object detection.
Index Terms— domain generalization, object detection,
underwater, data augmentation, domain invariance
1. INTRODUCTION
More and more research institutes and scientists consider at-
taching camera to Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs)
and Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) in order to perform
different underwater tasks, such as marine organism captur-
ing, ecological surveillance and biodiversity monitoring. Un-
derwater object detection is an indispensable technology for
AUVs to fulfill these tasks.
In application, once a underwater object detector aiming
at certain categories have been trained, we hope this detector
can be applied in any underwater circumstances. As a result,
it is necessary to build a General Underwater Object Detector
(GUOD). A GUOD faces three kinds of challenges:
(1) It is much harder to obtain underwater images, and the
annotation task usually need experts to accomplish, which is
costly. Therefore, labeled dataset of underwater object de-
tection is extremely limited, inevitably leading to overfitting
of deep model. Data augmentation aims at solving the prob-
lem of lack of data. There are three types of augmentation.
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First, geometrical transformations (e.g., horizontal flipping,
rotation, patch crop [1], perspective simulation [2]) have been
proved effective in various fields. Second, cut-Paste-based
methods (e.g., randomly cut and paste [3], Mixup [4], CutMix
[5], PSIS [6]) help model learn contextual invariance. Third,
domain-transfer based methods (e.g., SIN [7]) force model to
focus more semantic information.
(2) The contradiction between speed and performance be-
comes even more critical. A GUOD should be able to work
in real time, which is a common requirement in robotics field.
However, it is impractical to equip small AUVs with high
performance hardware. Some works focus on the speed of
deep learning model but keep good control of performance
decrease, such as MobileNet [8], SSD [1], YOLOv3 [9].
(3) Deep model severely suffers from domain shift, but
a GUOD should be invariant of water quality, which can not
only work well in oceans, but also in lakes and rivers. This
can be seen as a kind of domain generalization problem that
a model trains on source domains but evaluates on an un-
seen domain. Some domain adaptation (DA) (e.g., style con-
sistency [10], DA-Faster RCNN [11]) and domain general-
ization (DG) (e.g., JiGEN [12], MMD-AAE [13], EPi-FCR
[14]) technologies are proposed before. Nevertheless, most
of DG works focus on object recognition and DA works can
not directly transplant to DG task, so their effectiveness are
not proved in DG object detection task.
This work aims to use small dataset with limited domains
to train a GUOD. To handle challenge (1), a new augmen-
tation method Water Quality Transfer (WQT) is proposed to
enlarge the dataset and increase domain diversity. To handle
challenge (2) and (3), DG-YOLO is proposed to further boost
domain invariance of object detection based on a real-time
detector YOLOv3. Our method is implemented on Under-
water Robot Picking Contest 2019 (URPC2019) dataset, and
achieve performance improvement.
In summary, our contributions are listed as follows: (1)
We propose a new augmentation WQT specially for under-
water condition and analyze its effectiveness and reveal its
limitations; (2) Based on WQT, DG-YOLO is proposed to
further mine the domain-invariant (semantic) information of
underwater image, which realizes domain generalization; (3)
A lot of experiments and visualization are conducted to prove
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Fig. 1. Water Quality Transfer.
the effectiveness of our method.
2. METHOD
2.1. Water Quality Transfer (WQT)
As Figure 1 shows, we select 8 images with different types of
water quality, and use WCT 2 [15] to transfer URPC dataset
to different types of water quality. The content image is from
URPC’s training set and validation set. In the following sec-
tion, this seven types of training set are denoted as type1
to type7 and the corresponding validation set are denoted as
val type1 to val type7. As for type8, only the validation set is
transferred to obtain val type8 without corresponding training
set. Since model will never train on type8 domain, val type8
is to test the domain generalization capacity of model.
2.2. Domain Generalization YOLO (DG-YOLO)
A review of YOLOv3. Because AUVs with a small process-
ing unit have limited calculation capacity, the real-time detec-
tor YOLOv3 [9] is a promising choice. YOLOv3 is a one-
stage object detector, using Darknet-53 as backbone. Com-
pared with Faster R-CNN [16], YOLOv3 does not use re-
gion proposal network. It directly regresses the coordinates
of bounding box and class information with a fully convolu-
tional network. YOLOv3 divides an image into S × S cells,
and each cell is responsible for the objects lie in the cell. The
training losses of YOLOv3 consists of the loss of classifica-
tion Lcls, the loss of coordination Lcoord, loss of object Lobj
and loss of no-object Lnoobj :
Lyolo = Lcls+λcoord ·Lcoord+Lobj +λnoobj ·Lnoobj , (1)
where λcoord and λnoobj are trade-off parameters.
Domain Invariant Module (DIM). Since DA and DG
have some similarities, we modify the domain classifier pro-
posed by [17] to apply in our DG task. Given a batch of in-
put images as {X1, X2, ..., XN} from K different source do-
mains, its corresponding domain labels are {d1, d2, ..., dN},
in which N is the number of batch, di ∈ RK×1. Denoting
that G is a feature extractor and D is a domain classifier, the
domain loss Ld is defined as follows:
Fig. 2. The pipeline of WQT and DG-YOLO. YOLO Back-
Bone + YOLO Detector is original YOLOv3. Domain label
comes from WQT.
Ld =
N∑
i
lCE(D(G(Xi)), di), (2)
where lCE means categorical cross entropy. In application,
domain label comes from WQT, and K is 7 corresponding to
7 types of water quality that WQT synthesizes. Domain loss
for data from original dataset is not calculated.
IRM Penalty. Inspired by recent study [18], Invariant
Risk Minimization (IRM) help learn an invariant predictor
across multiple domain. Given a set of training environments
(same meaning as domains) e ∈ Etr, our final goal is to
achieve good performance across a large set of unseen but re-
lated environments Eall (Etr ∈ Eall). However, directly using
Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM) [19] will lead to overfit-
ting on training environment and learn spurious correlation.
In order to generalize well on unseen environments, IRM is a
better choice to obtain invariance:
minΦ:X∼Y
∑
e∈Etr
Re(Φ) + λ · ||∇r|r=1.0Re(r · Φ)||2, (3)
where Φ is the entire invariant predictors,Re(Φ) is ERM term
on environment e, r = 1.0 is a fixed scalar, ||∇r|r=1.0Re(r ·
Φ)||2 is invariance penalty, and λ ∈ [0,∞) is a trade-off pa-
rameter balancing the ERM term and the invariance penalty.
To apply IRM in YOLOv3, the IRM penalty specially for
YOLOv3 is designed as follows:
Pencoord = ∇r|r=1.0||
S2∑
i=0
B∑
j=0
Iobji,j [(xi − xˆi · r)2 + (yi − yˆi · r)2,
+ (wi − wˆi · r)2 + (hi − hˆi · r)2]||2,
P encls = ∇r|r=1.0||
S2∑
i=0
Iobji
∑
c∈classes
lCE(pi(c), σ(ai(c) · r))||2,
P enobj = ∇r|r=1.0||
S2∑
i=0
B∑
j=0
Iobji,j lCE(Ci, σ(Si · r))||2,
P ennoobj = ∇r|r=1.0||
S2∑
i=0
B∑
j=0
Inoobji,j lCE(Ci, σ(Si · r))||2,
PIRM = pencoord + pencls + penobj + pennoobj , (4)
where Iobji denotes if object appears in cell i, I
obj
i,j denotes
that the jth bounding box predictor in cell i is responsible
for that prediction, σ is sigmoid operation, aˆi(c) is the score
of class c before sigmoid operation, pi ∈ RK×1 is class la-
bel, Sˆi is the score of objects before sigmoid operation, Ci ∈
{0, 1} is object label. {xˆi, yˆi, wˆi, hˆi} is the bounding box
outputted by YOLOv3, whose corresponding ground truth is
{xi, yi, wi, hi}.
Penalty term is designed based on corresponding losses
of YOLOv3. To be specific, r is added to different places of
losses. Square gradient of losses to r is the corresponding
penalty term.
Network overview. An overview of our network is shown
in Figure 2, we denote it DG-YOLO. Compared to YOLOv3,
DIM and IRM penalty are added. In details, the backbone of
YOLO darknet-53 can be regarded as a feature extractor. The
feature maps extracted from darknet will be fed into Gradient
Reversal Layer (GRL) [17] first, which reverses the gradient
when backpropagating for adversarial learning. After that,
domain classifier distinguish feature maps between domains.
With the help of GRL and domain classifier, the backbone
will be forced to abandon information of water quality to fool
domain classifier. As a result, DG-YOLO can make a pre-
diction depending more on semantic information. Moreover,
IRM penalty is calculated simultaneously with YOLO loss.
Combining (1), (2) and (4) ,the total loss of DG-YOLO is:
Ltotal = Lyolo + λd · Ld + λp · PIRM , (5)
λp and λd set to 1 in experiment. In inference stage, because
DIM and IRM penalty can be abandoned, DG-YOLO doesn’t
affect the speed of YOLOv3. It should be emphasized that
because domain label comes from WQT, DG-YOLO can not
be used alone without WQT.
3. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1. Dataset
We evaluate WQT and DG-YOLO on a publicly available
datasets: URPC20191, which consists of 3765 training sam-
ples and 942 validation samples over five categories: echi-
nus, starfish, holothurian, scallop and waterweeds. Applying
WQT on training set and validation set of URPC2019, we can
synthesize type1-7 for training and val type1-8 for validation.
The performance on val type8 represents domain generaliza-
tion capacity of model.
3.2. Training details
YOLOv3 and DG-YOLO is trained for 300 epochs and eval-
uated on original and all synthetic validation sets, with image
1www.cnurpc.org
resizing to 416 × 416. Models are trained on a Nvidia GTX
1080Ti GPU with PyTorch implementation, setting batch size
to 8. Adam algorithm is adopted for optimization and learn-
ing rate sets to 0.001, with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. IoU,
confidence and non-max suppression threshold all set to 0.5.
Accumulating gradient is leveraged, which is summing up
the gradient and make one step of gradient descent in each
two iterations. We do not use any other data augmentation on
YOLOv3 and DG-YOLO unless we mention it.
3.3. Experiments of WQT
In this subsection, we analyze why WQT works. In Table 1,
Ori means original URPC dataset, baseline means YOLOv3
is trained only on original dataset, and ori+type1 means
YOLOv3 is trained with original dataset and type1 dataset.
Full WQT means YOLOv3 is trained across type1 to type7.
From Table 1, we can find three interesting points:
(1) Compared to baseline, it can be concluded that ev-
ery group of augmentation improves the performance in orig-
inal validation dataset. WQT can be used together with other
data augmentation methods to obtain higher performance (last
two rows of Table 1), which further proves its effectiveness.
Besides, there is a phenomenon that WQT also helps model
generalize better on other type of water quality in most of the
cases. For example, ori+type7 evaluates on type3 get mAP
39.23%, 12.66% higher than baseline.
(2) We believe that there is a correlation between per-
formance and similarity between water qualities. First, we
use style loss proposed by [20] to represent style distance,
and calculate the style distance between different types water
quality. We feed style image type1 to type7 into WCT 2, and
extract the feature maps at certain layers from both encoder
and decoder, calculating style loss between any two types and
obtaining Hdist. The result is shown in Table 2. Second, we
take the data from column 3 to 9 (val +type1 to val type7) and
row 2 to 8 (model ori+type1 to ori+type7) in Table 1, sub-
tracting each row of this 7 × 7 matrix to the performance of
corresponding type of baseline, gettingHperf . Using Pearson
Correlation Coefficient and taking negative, it can be found
that the correlation coefficient between style and performance
is 0.4634. From this analysis, it can be inferred that the in-
crease of generalization capacity gaining from WQT is from
the similarity between different types of water quality.
(3) To further analyze the finding of (2), model is evalu-
ated on val type8 which is a very different style from type1 to
type7. There is no doubt that the WQT-trained model will per-
form not only better on original dataset, but also across type1
to type7 dataset. However, the model still fails on val type8
(see Table 3), which is far from the requirement of a GUOD.
WQT is not enough for domain generalization.
Table 1. The performance of model augmented by different types of water quality. Evaluation is performed on URPC2019
validation set of different types of water quality. All methods are implemented on YOLOv3.
Evaluation (mAP)
Method val ori val type1 val type2 val type3 val type4 val type5 val type6 val type7
baseline 56.45 18.72 16.83 26.57 10.71 23.66 9.38 29.04
ori+type1 56.66 52.39 27.66 42.07 14.25 42.79 20.96 41.07
ori+type2 56.71 18.90 51.86 39.44 24.89 34.51 6.21 45.85
ori+type3 57.78 18.01 29.96 53.10 15.63 35.07 5.68 41.20
ori+type4 58.33 16.80 33.50 41.57 53.85 35.52 3.72 42.30
ori+type5 57.63 35.35 30.73 42.04 20.04 53.12 19.41 42.28
ori+type6 57.19 21.64 35.63 42.19 24.37 36.04 51.22 46.15
ori+type7 58.43 7.57 34.81 39.23 15.52 32.77 3.88 52.36
Full WQT 58.56 55.93 53.60 57.48 54.95 56.08 53.51 54.29
ori+rot+flip 62.53 14.81 18.29 31.36 8.89 24.95 5.34 33.18
Full WQT+rot+flip 63.83 60.57 57.71 60.38 58.96 59.84 58.43 60.53
Table 2. Style distance between types of water quality.
type1 type2 type3 type4 type5 type6 type7
type1 0 0.6281 0.1105 0.6893 0.0495 0.7239 0.6286
type2 0.6281 0 0.2860 0.0052 0.3311 0.0077 0.0033
type3 0.1105 0.2860 0 0.3435 0.0411 0.3575 0.2977
type4 0.6893 0.0052 0.3435 0 0.3747 0.0074 0.0037
type5 0.0495 0.3311 0.0411 0.3747 0 0.4024 0.3308
type6 0.7239 0.0077 0.3575 0.0074 0.4024 0 0.0094
type7 0.6286 0.0033 0.2977 0.0037 0.3308 0.0094 0
Table 3. Comparisons with other object detector and ablation
study of DG-YOLO. IoU, NMS and Conf threshold all set to
0.5. The best checkpoints on ori and val type8 are selected
respectively for different methods.
val type8 (mAP)
Method ori echinus starfish holothurian scallop waterweeds ave.
baseline (YOLOv3) 56.45 53.51 7.32 11.15 9.89 0 16.37
WQT-only 58.56 60.98 17.08 33.29 39.02 2.38 30.55
Faster-RCNN+FPN 58.20 29.49 5.91 9.13 1.07 10.40 11.23
SSD512 56.51 26.62 14.44 18.07 1.41 14.5 15.22
SSD300 50.66 27.31 14.57 13.62 3.01 2.98 12.31
WQT+DG-YOLO 54.81 63.84 27.37 35.64 36.88 5.11 33.77
WQT+DIM 58.06 58.78 18.55 26.64 21.82 4.39 26.03
WQT+PIRM 57.01 54.99 25.98 32.90 29.25 0 30.63
3.4. Experiments of DG-YOLO
The effectiveness of DG-YOLO. WQT helps YOLOv3 to
learn domain-invariant information, but the model still suffers
from domain shift severely. In Table 3, it is shown that DG-
YOLO further digs domain-invariant information from data,
obtaining 3.21% mAP improvement on val type8 compared
to WQT-only. Besides, compared with other object detectors
on val type8 performance, DG-YOLO shows its much better
domain generalization capacity.
Ablation study. The result of ablation study is shown in
Table 3. Compared to WQT-only on val type8, WQT+DIM
has 4.52% performance decrease and WQT+PIRM has little
improvement. However, WQT+DG-YOLO achieves 3.21%
improvement, which suggests only by combining DIM and
PIRM can lead to better performance.
Fig. 3. SmoothGrad Visualization on ”echinus” samples. Im-
ages are from original UPRC2019 dataset.
Visualization of DG-YOLO. One thing that can not be
ignored is that there is performance decrease in original val-
idation dataset of WQT+DG-YOLO. It is because WQT-only
is ”cheating”, learning spurious correlation to make predic-
tions. For example, waterweeds are green in greenish wa-
ter, but they may turn black in another type of water. There-
fore, color of the object is not a domain-invariant information,
although it is convenient to use this spurious correlation to
achieve good result in just one domain. The performance de-
crease of DG-YOLO can be interpreted that the model aban-
dons the domain-related information and tries to learn domain
invariant information from dataset. We use SmoothGrad [21]
visualization technique to prove our hypothesis, finding the
area that make model to believe there is echinus with prob-
ability higher than 95%. As is shown in Figure 3, baseline
focuses on the shadow on the top left of image where there is
no echinus. The pixel that WQT-only focuses is too dispersed,
which means WQT-only learns spurious correlation. And the
pixel DG-YOLO focuses is concentrated and exactly lie on
the place where there is echinus. The visualization shows
that DG-YOLO learn more semantic information than base-
line and WQT-only.
4. CONCLUSION
This paper propose a data augmentation method WQT and
a novel model DG-YOLO to overcome three challenges a
GUOD faces: limited data, real-time processing and do-
main shift. Leveraging WCT 2, WQT is intended to in-
crease domain diversity of original dataset. With DIM and
IRM penalty, DG-YOLO can further mine semantic infor-
mation from dataset. Experiments on original and synthetic
URPC2019 dataset prove remarkable domain generalization
capacity of our method. However, since the performance of
DG-YOLO in an unseen domain can still not reach similar
level as that in the seen domains, there is still a lot to explore
in this field.
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